TIPS & TRICKS FROM DIRECTOR ATTINA!

Welcome to the 2023-2024 Housing Selection Season, Bennies!

Each year, housing selection allows us all to reflect on who we have become as a result of living in community with others. Through this time of reflection, here are some tips and tricks to make housing selection an exciting experience!

- **Find roommates who have similar priorities and values.** Use our new housing portal's roommate finding feature to get recommendation for Bennies who care about the things you do!

- **Be open to a wide variety of experiences.** Plans may change because a friend decides to take a different opportunity, or you may not be able to select your preferred housing. Use these changes to take counsel and welcome new people into your life with Benedictine hospitality.

- **Stay connected to housing information** by checking your email, visiting our website, attending FAQ sessions, following us on social media.

- **Ask CSB Reslife all of your questions.** We are here to help you get the most accurate information to all of your "what-if" questions.

### Housing Selection FAQ

### WHAT'S NEW?!

Along with our new Housing Portal, housing selection has never been more user-friendly!

**BEST Curriculum:** Rising Seniors interested in Local Living process have the opportunity to receive an earlier selection time by participating in Project EMBRACE'S BEST Party Curriculum. Click on the button below to learn more.

### BEST Curriculum Information

**Housing Classifications:**
Housing classifications will tell you what housing you can select. Keep in mind that housing classifications are not based on credits, but how many semesters you have lived on campus.

Find your housing classification by completing the housing intent form on the housing portal!

Visit the Housing Portal

**UPCOMING DATES & PREPARE FOR ROOM SELECTION**

1. Fill out the Housing Intent Form: **DUE MARCH 1**
2. Register for at least 12 credits for Fall 2023 a minimum of 24 hours ahead of your groups selection time - **coming March 2**
3. Confirm your Roommates on the Housing Portal: be sure you are **FULL FOR FALL!**
4. Discuss and rank housing preferences with your roommates: you will not be able to choose spaces that fit more or less people in your living group

**IMPORTANT DATES**

**MARCH 1**
- Housing Intent Forms Due & Accessibility
- Accommodation requests due for all current residents to SAS.

**MARCH 2**
- Housing Selection Times Posted on Housing Portal

**MARCH 15**
- ILC Applications Due

**View Housing Accommodation Info Here**

**Complete Housing Intent Form Here**

*More Dates Coming in Upcoming Newsletters!*

**CREATE AN ILC OR JOIN A LLC**

**Intentional Living Communities (ILC)**
Intentional Living Communities are for students who choose to live together for a specific reason and purpose. Intentional Living Communities must re-apply each year they would like to be active.

**Benedictine Values Living Learning Community (BVLLC)**
The purpose of the BVLLC is to promote an awareness of Benedictine Values and how to demonstrate those values through everyday life with a living community and academic course.

**View Webpage Here**

**View Description Here**
HAVE QUESTIONS? REACH OUT!

**Housing Selection FAQ Sessions:**
Great for general questions!

*Virtual* Thursday, February 23 @ 6:00pm
Thursday, March 16 @ 6:00pm
*Virtual* Thursday, March 23 @ 6:00pm
Tuesday, April 4 @ 6:00pm

Sign Up for a Session Here

Visit our Website
Email Us Your Questions
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